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 49.	See note J, which gives some explanation of   this table.
Presumably the ghatls refer to the time the Moon spends in each
nakshatra, which is supposed to be uniformly equal to 60 ghatls
(24 hours).    The notion that a single nakshatra (or other division
of the ecliptic) could, in a minor degree, possess the astrological
characteristics of the whole circle was not unknown in the West.
See also §§ 64 and 76, and note M.
 50.	This is the normal table of domiciles of the planets, also
in § 48 is added Q as lord of TIJ?.    See notes C and F.
 51.	See note L.
 52.	The part of this rule that assumes that a person's age
depends upon the size of his head is repeated in § 54, and the
remaining part in § 48.
54. See note L, and for the head measurement rule see also § 52.
Incidentally a table of hostile planets is given ; but Venus as its
own enemy is surely a mistake, and Q as the enemy of the lords
of T and y^ (i.e. of <J andpj) is not given elsewhere, although
perhaps justifiable.
55-56. The places of the planets are dealt with in note O,
and also § n. The pretence at extreme accuracy in the case of
Jupiter is curious. In note O the positions of the planets are
compared with those given in L. D. S. Pillai's Indian Ephemeris.
 57.	See note L, and also § 59.    Possibly the " Lord of the year
following " is only ad hoc.    The ordinary lord of the year is
determined quite differently.
 58.	The term " joojon "   ( = J pala—6 seconds)  is doubtful.
The reference to the motion of the Sun is not understood, but
according to Indian tradition  the  mean  daily motion  of  the
Sun is 1200 yojanas.    Generally " course " stands for Kos (Sk.
krosa), which equals about 2^ miles.
 59.	See note L, and § 57.
 60.	See notes D and K.    Perhaps ** Burge " is for varga*
 61.	See note B.    The real object of this table is the deter-
mination of the longitudes of the ascendant  (lagna)  and  the
other cusps.    The figures given indicate the periods of rising of
the signs for a latitude of about 24 degrees.
 62.	Compare with § 12, and see note G.    It will be observed
that §§ 12 and 62 are practically the same, but it appears that § 12
is for use with the '* Ross " (? the Moon's sign at birth), and
§ 62 with the Burge (? the sign of the Ascendant).    In both cases
the powers  of  " houses"   are  employed,  e.g.   (i) Sickness,   (ii)

